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Written to provide students who have limited backgrounds in the physical sciences and math with an accessible textbook on
nuclear science, this edition continues to provide a clear and complete introduction to nuclear chemistry and physics, from basic
concepts to nuclear power and medical applications. Incorporating suggestions from adopting profes
The past decade has seen a remarkable growth in the extent and variety of experiments being done on nuclear reactions. The
purpose of this book is to understand the results of the measurements gained in these experiments rather than to describe how
they are made.
Dynamics and Control of Nuclear Reactors presents the latest knowledge and research in reactor dynamics, control and
instrumentation; important factors in ensuring the safe and economic operation of nuclear power plants. This book provides current
and future engineers with a single resource containing all relevant information, including detailed treatments on the modeling,
simulation, operational features and dynamic characteristics of pressurized light-water reactors, boiling light-water reactors,
pressurized heavy-water reactors and molten-salt reactors. It also provides pertinent, but less detailed information on small
modular reactors, sodium fast reactors, and gas-cooled reactors. Provides case studies and examples to demonstrate learning
through problem solving, including an analysis of accidents at Three Mile Island, Chernobyl and Fukushima Daiichi Includes
MATLAB codes to enable the reader to apply the knowledge gained to their own projects and research Features examples and
problems that illustrate the principles of dynamic analysis as well as the mathematical tools necessary to understand and apply the
analysis Publishers Note: Table 3.1 has been revised and will be included in future printings of the book with the following data:
Group Decay Constant, li (sec-1) Delayed Neutron Fraction (bi) 1 0.0124 0.000221 2 0.0305 0.001467 3 0.111 0.001313 4 0.301
0.002647 5 1.14 0.000771 6 3.01 0.000281 Total delayed neutron fraction: 0.0067
Nuclear engineering plays an important role in various industrial, health care, and energy processes. Modern physics has
generated its fundamental principles. A growing number of students and practicing engineers need updated material to access the
technical language and content of nuclear principles. "Nuclear Principles in Engineering, Second Edition" is written for students,
engineers, physicians and scientists who need up-to-date information in basic nuclear concepts and calculation methods using
numerous examples and illustrative computer application areas. This new edition features a modern graphical interpretation of the
phenomena described in the book fused with the results from research and new applications of nuclear engineering, including but
not limited to nuclear engineering, power engineering, homeland security, health physics, radiation treatment and imaging,
radiation shielding systems, aerospace and propulsion engineering, and power production propulsion.
This book presents 140 problems with solutions in introductory nuclear and particle physics. Rather than being only partially
provided or simply outlined, as is typically the case in textbooks on nuclear and particle physics, all solutions are explained in
detail. Furthermore, different possible approaches are compared. Some of the problems concern the estimation of quantities in
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realistic experimental situations. In general, solving the problems does not require a substantial mathematics background, and the
focus is instead on developing the reader’s sense of physics in order to work out the problem in question. Consequently, sections
on experimental methods and detection methods constitute a major part of the book. Given its format and content, it offers a
valuable resource, not only for undergraduate classes but also for self-assessment in preparation for graduate school entrance
and other examinations.
Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic Modeling of Solutions provides readers with an understanding of thermodynamics and
phase equilibria that is required to make full and efficient use of these tools. The book systematically discusses phase diagrams of
all types, the thermodynamics behind them, their calculations from thermodynamic databases, and the structural models of
solutions used in the development of these databases. Featuring examples from a wide range of systems including metals, salts,
ceramics, refractories, and concentrated aqueous solutions, Phase Diagrams and Thermodynamic Modeling of Solutions is a vital
resource for researchers and developers in materials science, metallurgy, combustion and energy, corrosion engineering,
environmental engineering, geology, glass technology, nuclear engineering, and other fields of inorganic chemical and materials
science and engineering. Additionally, experts involved in developing thermodynamic databases will find a comprehensive
reference text of current solution models. Presents a rigorous and complete development of thermodynamics for readers who
already have a basic understanding of chemical thermodynamics Provides an in-depth understanding of phase equilibria Includes
information that can be used as a text for graduate courses on thermodynamics and phase diagrams, or on solution modeling
Covers several types of phase diagrams (paraequilibrium, solidus projections, first-melting projections, Scheil diagrams, enthalpy
diagrams), and more
to Atomic and Nuclear Physics Aerial view of the National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois. (Photograph courtesy of NAL.)
Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Physics HENRY SEMAT Professor Emeritus The City College of the City University of New
York JOHN R. ALBRIGHT The Florida State University FIFTH EDITION LONDON NEW YORK CHAPMAN AN D HALL First
edition 1939 Fifth edition, first published in the U.S.A. by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Fifth edition first published in Great
Britain 1973 by Chapman and Hall Ltd 11 New Fetter Lane, London EC4P 4EE Reprinted as a paperback 1978 Reprinted 1979,
1983, 1985 © 1939, 1946, 1954, 1962 by Henry Semat © 1972 by Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. Fletcher & Son Ltd, Norwich
ISBN-13: 978-0-412-15670-0 e-ISBN-13: 978-1-4615-9701-8 DOl: 10.1007/978-1-4615-9701-8 All rights reserved. No part of this
book may be reprinted, or reproduced or utilized in any form or by any electronic, mechanical, or other means, now known or
hereafter invented, including photocopying and recording, or in any information storage and retrieval system, without permission in
writing from the Publisher.
Solutions Manual for Introduction to Nuclear EngineeringIntroduction to nuclear engineeringIntroduction to Nuclear
EngineeringAddison Wesley Publishing Company
Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering provides an ideal introduction to the subject. The first half of the text reviews
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the important results of "modern" physics and introduces the fundamentals of nuclear science. The second half introduces the
theory of nuclear reactors and its application in electrical power production and propulsion. It also surveys many other applications
of nuclear technology encountered in space research, industry, and medicine. Each chapter contains extensive problem sets, and
appendices at the end of the text furnish large amounts of practical data that enable students to perform a wealth of calculations.
Among the myriad concepts, principles, and applications addressed in this text, Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and
Engineering Describes sources of radiation, radiation interactions, and the results of such interactions Summarizes developments
in the creation of atomic and nuclear models Develops the kinematics and energetics of nuclear reactions and radioactivity
Identifies and assesses biological risks associated with ionizing radiation Presents the theory of nuclear reactors and their dynamic
behavior Discusses the design and characteristics of modern nuclear power reactors Summarizes the nuclear fuel cycle and
radioactive waste management Describes methods for directly converting nuclear energy into electricity Presents an overview of
nuclear propulsion for ships and space crafts Explores the use of nuclear techniques in medical therapy and diagnosis Covers
basic concepts in theory of special relativity, wave-particle duality, and quantum mechanics Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and
Engineering builds the background students embarking on the study of nuclear engineering and technology need to understand
and quantify nuclear phenomena and to move forward into higher-level studies.
First Published in 1986. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions to Periodicals July - December)
Foundations in Applied Nuclear Engineering Analysis (2nd Edition) covers a fast-paced one semester course to address concepts
of modeling in mathematics, engineering analysis, and computational problem solving needed in subjects such as radiation
interactions, heat transfer, reactor physics, radiation transport, numerical modeling, etc., for success in a nuclear
engineering/medical physics curriculum. While certain topics are covered tangentially, others are covered in depth to target on the
appropriate amalgam of topics for success in navigating nuclear-related disciplines. Software examples and programming are
used throughout the book, since computational capabilities are essential for new engineers. The book contains a array of topics
that cover the essential subjects expected for students to successfully navigate into nuclear-related disciplines. The text assumes
that students have familiarity with undergraduate mathematics and physics, and are ready to apply those skills to problems in
nuclear engineering. Applications and problem sets are directed toward problems in nuclear science. Software examples using
Mathematica software are used in the text. This text was developed as part of a very applied course in mathematical physics
methods for nuclear engineers. The course in Nuclear Engineering Analysis that follows this text began at the University of Florida;
the 2nd edition was released while at the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Covering both fundamental and advanced aspects in an accessible way, this textbook begins with an overview of nuclear reactor
systems, helping readers to familiarize themselves with the varied designs. Then the readers are introduced to different
possibilities for materials applications in the various sections of nuclear energy systems. Materials selection and life prediction
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methodologies for nuclear reactors are also presented in relation to creep, corrosion and other degradation mechanisms. An
appendix compiles useful property data relevant for nuclear reactor applications. Throughout the book, there is a thorough
coverage of various materials science principles, such as physical and mechanical metallurgy, defects and diffusion and radiation
effects on materials, with serious efforts made to establish structure-property correlations wherever possible. With its emphasis on
the latest developments and outstanding problems in the field, this is both a valuable introduction and a ready reference for
beginners and experienced practitioners alike.
An introductory text for broad areas of nuclear reactor physics Nuclear Reactor Physics and Engineering offers information on
analysis, design, control, and operation of nuclear reactors. The author—a noted expert on the topic—explores the fundamentals
and presents the mathematical formulations that are grounded in differential equations and linear algebra. The book puts the focus
on the use of neutron diffusion theory for the development of techniques for lattice physics and global reactor system analysis. The
author also includes recent developments in numerical algorithms, including the Krylov subspace method, and the MATLAB
software, including the Simulink toolbox, for efficient studies of steady-state and transient reactor configurations. In addition,
nuclear fuel cycle and associated economics analysis are presented, together with the application of modern control theory to
reactor operation. This important book: Provides a comprehensive introduction to the fundamental concepts of nuclear reactor
physics and engineering Contains information on nuclear reactor kinetics and reactor design analysis Presents illustrative
examples to enhance understanding Offers self-contained derivation of ?uid conservation equations Written for undergraduate and
graduate students in nuclear engineering and practicing engineers, Nuclear Reactor Physics and Engineering covers the
fundamental concepts and tools of nuclear reactor physics and analysis.

Familiarizes the student or an engineer new to process safety with the concept of process safety management Serves as
a comprehensive reference for Process Safety topics for student chemical engineers and newly graduate engineers Acts
as a reference material for either a stand-alone process safety course or as supplemental materials for existing curricula
Includes the evaluation of SACHE courses for application of process safety principles throughout the standard Ch.E.
curricula in addition to, or as an alternative to, adding a new specific process safety course Gives examples of process
safety in design
Nuclear Engineering: A Conceptual Introduction to Nuclear Power provides coverage of the introductory, salient
principles of nuclear engineering in a comprehensive manner for those entering the profession at the end of their degree.
The nuclear power industry is undergoing a renaissance because of the desire for low-carbon baseload electricity, the
growing population, and environmental concerns about shale gas, so this book is a welcomed addition to the science. In
addition, users will find a great deal of information on the change in the industry, along with other topical areas of interest
that are uniquely covered. Intended for undergraduate students or early postgraduate students studying nuclear
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engineering, this new text will also be appealing to scientifically-literate non-experts wishing to be better informed about
the ‘nuclear option'. Presents a succinct and clear explanation of the key facts and concepts on how nuclear engineering
power systems function and how their related fuel supply cycles operate Provides full coverage of the nuclear fuel cycle,
including its scientific and historical basis Describes a comprehensive range of relevant reactor designs, from those that
are defunct, current, and in plan/construction for the future, including SMRs and GenIV Summarizes all major accidents
and their impact on the industry and society
Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, there have been numerous advances in the field of nuclear science.
In medicine, accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam therapy have become standard. New demands in national
security have stimulated major advances in nuclear instrumentation.An ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear
science and engineering, this book presents the basic nuclear science needed to understand and quantify an extensive
range of nuclear phenomena. New to the Second Edition— A chapter on radiation detection by Douglas McGregor Up-todate coverage of radiation hazards, reactor designs, and medical applications Flexible organization of material that
allows for quick reference This edition also takes an in-depth look at particle accelerators, nuclear fusion reactions and
devices, and nuclear technology in medical diagnostics and treatment. In addition, the author discusses applications such
as the direct conversion of nuclear energy into electricity. The breadth of coverage is unparalleled, ranging from the
theory and design characteristics of nuclear reactors to the identification of biological risks associated with ionizing
radiation. All topics are supplemented with extensive nuclear data compilations to perform a wealth of calculations.
Providing extensive coverage of physics, nuclear science, and nuclear technology of all types, this up-to-date second
edition of Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering is a key reference for any physicists or engineer.
The nuclear fuel cycle is characterised by the wide range of scientific disciplines and technologies it employs. The
development of ever more integrated processes across the many stages of the nuclear fuel cycle therefore confronts
plant manufacturers and operators with formidable challenges. Nuclear fuel cycle science and engineering describes
both the key features of the complete nuclear fuel cycle and the wealth of recent research in this important field. Part one
provides an introduction to the nuclear fuel cycle. Radiological protection, security and public acceptance of nuclear
technology are considered, along with the economics of nuclear power. Part two goes on to explore materials mining,
enrichment, fuel element design and fabrication for the uranium and thorium nuclear fuel cycle. The impact of nuclear
reactor design and operation on fuel element irradiation is the focus of part three, including water and gas-cooled
reactors, along with CANDU and Generation IV designs. Finally, part four reviews spent nuclear fuel and radioactive
waste management. With its distinguished editor and international team of expert contributors, Nuclear fuel cycle science
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and engineering provides an important review for all those involved in the design, fabrication, use and disposal of nuclear
fuels as well as regulatory bodies and researchers in this field. Provides a comprehensive and holistic review of the
complete nuclear fuel cycle Reviews the issues presented by the nuclear fuel cycle, including radiological protection and
security, public acceptance and economic analysis Discusses issues at the front-end of the fuel cycle, including uranium
and thorium mining, enrichment and fuel design and fabrication
The third edition of this popular book is updated to include a completely revised discussion of reactor technology, an
improved discussion of the reactor physics, and a more detailed discussion of basic nuclear physics and models.
Introduces the basics of the shell model of the nucleus and a beginning discussion of quantum mechanics. Discusses
both U.S. and non-U.S. reactor designs, as well as advanced reactors. Provides for a more detailed understanding of
both reactor statics and kinetics. Includes updated information on reactor acidents and safety.
Corrosion of nuclear materials, i.e. the interaction between these materials and their environments, is a major issue for
plant safety as well as for operation and economic competitiveness. Understanding these corrosion mechanisms, the
systems and materials they affect, and the methods to accurately measure their incidence is of critical importance to the
nuclear industry. Combining assessment techniques and analytical models into this understanding allows operators to
predict the service life of corrosion-affected nuclear plant materials, and to apply the most appropriate maintenance and
mitigation options to ensure safe long term operation. This book critically reviews the fundamental corrosion mechanisms
that affect nuclear power plants and facilities. Initial sections introduce the complex field of nuclear corrosion science,
with detailed chapters on the different types of both aqueous and non aqueous corrosion mechanisms and the nuclear
materials susceptible to attack from them. This is complemented by reviews of monitoring and control methodologies, as
well as modelling and lifetime prediction approaches. Given that corrosion is an applied science, the final sections review
corrosion issues across the range of current and next-generation nuclear reactors, and across such nuclear applications
as fuel reprocessing facilities, radioactive waste storage and geological disposal systems. With its distinguished editor
and international team of expert contributors, Nuclear corrosion science and engineering is an invaluable reference for
nuclear metallurgists, materials scientists and engineers, as well as nuclear facility operators, regulators and consultants,
and researchers and academics in this field. Comprehensively reviews the fundamental corrosion mechanisms that affect
nuclear power plants and facilities Chapters assess different types of both aqueous and non aqueous corrosion
mechanisms and the nuclear materials susceptible to attack from them Considers monitoring and control methodologies,
as well as modelling and lifetime prediction approaches
INTRODUCTION TO NUCLEAR REACTOR PHYSICS is the most comprehensive, modern and readable textbook for
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this course/module. It explains reactors, fuel cycles, radioisotopes, radioactive materials, design, and operation. Chain
reaction and fission reactor concepts are presented, plus advanced coverage including neutron diffusion theory. The
diffusion equation, Fisk’s Law, and steady state/time-dependent reactor behavior. Numerical and analytical solutions are
also covered. The text has full color illustrations throughout, and a wide range of student learning features.
The third, revised edition of this popular textbook and reference, which has been translated into Russian and Chinese, expands the
comprehensive and balanced coverage of nuclear reactor physics to include recent advances in understanding of this topic. The first part of
the book covers basic reactor physics, including, but not limited to nuclear reaction data, neutron diffusion theory, reactor criticality and
dynamics, neutron energy distribution, fuel burnup, reactor types and reactor safety. The second part then deals with such physically and
mathematically more advanced topics as neutron transport theory, neutron slowing down, resonance absorption, neutron thermalization,
perturbation and variational methods, homogenization, nodal and synthesis methods, and space-time neutron dynamics. For ease of
reference, the detailed appendices contain nuclear data, useful mathematical formulas, an overview of special functions as well as
introductions to matrix algebra and Laplace transforms. With its focus on conveying the in-depth knowledge needed by advanced student and
professional nuclear engineers, this text is ideal for use in numerous courses and for self-study by professionals in basic nuclear reactor
physics, advanced nuclear reactor physics, neutron transport theory, nuclear reactor dynamics and stability, nuclear reactor fuel cycle physics
and other important topics in the field of nuclear reactor physics.
Drawing on the authors’ extensive experience in the processing and disposal of waste, An Introduction to Nuclear Waste Immobilisation,
Second Edition examines the gamut of nuclear waste issues from the natural level of radionuclides in the environment to geological disposal
of waste-forms and their long-term behavior. It covers all-important aspects of processing and immobilization, including nuclear decay,
regulations, new technologies and methods. Significant focus is given to the analysis of the various matrices used, especially cement and
glass, with further discussion of other matrices such as bitumen. The final chapter concentrates on the performance assessment of
immobilizing materials and safety of disposal, providing a full range of the resources needed to understand and correctly immobilize nuclear
waste. The fully revised second edition focuses on core technologies and has an integrated approach to immobilization and hazards Each
chapter focuses on a different matrix used in nuclear waste immobilization: cement, bitumen, glass and new materials Keeps the most
important issues surrounding nuclear waste - such as treatment schemes and technologies and disposal - at the forefront
This expanded, revised, and updated fourth edition of Nuclear Energy maintains the tradition of providing clear and comprehensive coverage
of all aspects of the subject, with emphasis on the explanation of trends and developments. As in earlier editions, the book is divided into
three parts that achieve a natural flow of ideas: Basic Concepts, including the fundamentals of energy, particle interactions, fission, and
fusion; Nuclear Systems, including accelerators, isotope separators, detectors, and nuclear reactors; and Nuclear Energy and Man, covering
the many applications of radionuclides, radiation, and reactors, along with a discussion of wastes and weapons. A minimum of mathematical
background is required, but there is ample opportunity to learn characteristic numbers through the illustrative calculations and the exercises.
An updated Solution Manual is available to the instructor. A new feature to aid the student is a set of some 50 Computer Exercises, using a
diskette of personal computer programs in BASIC and spreadsheet, supplied by the author at a nominal cost. The book is of principal value
as an introduction to nuclear science and technology for early college students, but can be of benefit to science teachers and lecturers,
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nuclear utility trainees and engineers in other fields.
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS is the most modern, up-to-date, and reader friendly nuclear engineering textbook on the
market today. It provides a thoroughly modern alternative to classical nuclear engineering textbooks that have not been updated over the last
20 years. Printed in full color, it conveys a sense of awe and wonder to anyone interested in the field of nuclear energy. It discusses nuclear
reactor design, nuclear fuel cycles, reactor thermal-hydraulics, reactor operation, reactor safety, radiation detection and protection, and the
interaction of radiation with matter. It presents an in-depth introduction to the science of nuclear power, nuclear energy production, the
nuclear chain reaction, nuclear cross sections, radioactivity, and radiation transport. All major types of reactors are introduced and discussed,
and the role of internet tools in their analysis and design is explored. Reactor safety and reactor containment systems are explored as well.
To convey the evolution of nuclear science and engineering, historical figures and their contributions to evolution of the nuclear power
industry are explored. Numerous examples are provided throughout the text, and are brought to life through life-like portraits, photographs,
and colorful illustrations. The text follows a well-structured pedagogical approach, and provides a wide range of student learning features not
available in other textbooks including useful equations, numerous worked examples, and lists of key web resources. As a bonus, a complete
Solutions Manual and .PDF slides of all figures are available to qualified instructors who adopt the text. More than any other fundamentals
book in a generation, it is student-friendly, and truly impressive in its design and its scope. It can be used for a one semester, a two semester,
or a three semester course in the fundamentals of nuclear power. It can also serve as a great reference book for practicing nuclear scientists
and engineers. To date, it has achieved the highest overall satisfaction of any mainstream nuclear engineering textbook available on the
market today.
Building upon the success of the first edition, the Nuclear Engineering Handbook, Second Edition, provides a comprehensive, up-to-date
overview of nuclear power engineering. Consisting of chapters written by leading experts, this volume spans a wide range of topics in the
areas of nuclear power reactor design and operation, nuclear fuel cycles, and radiation detection. Plant safety issues are addressed, and the
economics of nuclear power generation in the 21st century are presented. The Second Edition also includes full coverage of Generation IV
reactor designs, and new information on MRS technologies, small modular reactors, and fast reactors.
Computational Nuclear Engineering and Radiological Science Using Python provides the necessary knowledge users need to embed more
modern computing techniques into current practices, while also helping practitioners replace Fortran-based implementations with higher level
languages. The book is especially unique in the market with its implementation of Python into nuclear engineering methods, seeking to do so
by first teaching the basics of Python, then going through different techniques to solve systems of equations, and finally applying that
knowledge to solve problems specific to nuclear engineering. Along with examples of code and end-of-chapter problems, the book is an asset
to novice programmers in nuclear engineering and radiological sciences, teaching them how to analyze complex systems using modern
computational techniques. For decades, the paradigm in engineering education, in particular, nuclear engineering, has been to teach Fortran
along with numerical methods for solving engineering problems. This has been slowly changing as new codes have been written utilizing
modern languages, such as Python, thus resulting in a greater need for the development of more modern computational skills and techniques
in nuclear engineering. Offers numerical methods as a tool to solve specific problems in nuclear engineering Provides examples on how to
simulate different problems and produce graphs using Python Supplies accompanying codes and data on a companion website, along with
solutions to end-of-chapter problems
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This guide enables engineers and engineering managers to communicate effectively with financial professionals, while offering a balanced
presentation of the basics of engineering economic analysis. KEY TOPICS: Focuses on real management situations. Provides
accounting/cost accounting fundamentals to measure results. Introduces the concept of "options analysis" applied to capital investment
decisions. Aids in conducting economic analyses with liberal use of spreadsheets. Introduces tax considerations and their consequences.
MARKET: For those interested in learning more about capital investment decision methodologies, particularly engineers and engineering
managers.
Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, there have been numerous advances in the field of nuclear science. In medicine,
accelerator based teletherapy and electron-beam therapy have become standard. New demands in national security have stimulated major
advances in nuclear instrumentation.An ideal introduction to the fundamentals of nuclear science and engineering, this book presents the
basic nuclear science needed to understand and quantify an extensive range of nuclear phenomena. New to the Second Edition- A chapter
on radiation detection by Douglas McGregor Up-to-date coverage of radiation hazards, reactor designs, and medical applications Flexible
organization of material that allows for quick reference This edition also takes an in-depth look at particle accelerators, nuclear fusion
reactions and devices, and nuclear technology in medical diagnostics and treatment. In addition, the author discusses applications such as
the direct conversion of nuclear energy into electricity. The breadth of coverage is unparalleled, ranging from the theory and design
characteristics of nuclear reactors to the identification of biological risks associated with ionizing radiation. All topics are supplemented with
extensive nuclear data compilations to perform a wealth of calculations. Providing extensive coverage of physics, nuclear science, and
nuclear technology of all types, this up-to-date second edition of Fundamentals of Nuclear Science and Engineering is a key reference for any
physicists or engineer.
Fundamentals of Nuclear Reactor Physics offers a one-semester treatment of the essentials of how the fission nuclear reactor works, the
various approaches to the design of reactors, and their safe and efficient operation . It provides a clear, general overview of atomic physics
from the standpoint of reactor functionality and design, including the sequence of fission reactions and their energy release. It provides indepth discussion of neutron reactions, including neutron kinetics and the neutron energy spectrum, as well as neutron spatial distribution. It
includes ample worked-out examples and over 100 end-of-chapter problems. Engineering students will find this applications-oriented
approach, with many worked-out examples, more accessible and more meaningful as they aspire to become future nuclear engineers. A
clear, general overview of atomic physics from the standpoint of reactor functionality and design, including the sequence of fission reactions
and their energy release In-depth discussion of neutron reactions, including neutron kinetics and the neutron energy spectrum, as well as
neutron spatial distribution Ample worked-out examples and over 100 end-of-chapter problems Full Solutions Manual
Nuclear Reactor Kinetics and Control highlights the application of classical control methods in the frequency space to the dynamic processes
of a nuclear reactor. This book contains nine chapters and begins with an introduction to some important mathematical theories related to
nuclear engineering, such as the Laplace and Fourier transforms, linear system stability, and the probability theory. The succeeding chapters
deal with the frequency space of classical linear design. A chapter describes a stochastic model for the “lumped reactor and presents
equations that measure the departure from the mean, as well as representative experiments or applications of the theory to neutron
detection. The discussion then shifts to the aspects of reliability and its consequences for safety of nuclear reactors and some techniques for
nonlinear studies centered on the use of the state space and its equations in the time domain. The final chapter introduces the modern
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electric analogue computer and derives the patching or programming rules that can be use to find solutions to problems of interest using the
analogous behavior of electric circuits. This chapter also provide examples of intrinsic interest in nuclear engineering showing the
programming involved and typical results, including the slower transients of xenon poisoning and fuel burn-up. This book is intended for
nuclear engineers, physicists, applied mathematicians, and nuclear engineering undergraduate and postgraduate students.
Nuclear Thermal-Hydraulic Systems provides a comprehensive approach to nuclear reactor thermal-hydraulics, reflecting the latest
technologies, reactor designs, and safety considerations. The text makes extensive use of color images, internet links, computer graphics,
and other innovative techniques to explore nuclear power plant design and operation. Key fluid mechanics, heat transfer, and nuclear
engineering concepts are carefully explained, and supported with worked examples, tables, and graphics. Intended for use in one or two
semester courses, the text is suitable for both undergraduate and graduate students. A complete Solutions Manual is available for professors
adopting the text.
' The original edition of Introduction to Nuclear and Particle Physics was used with great success for single-semester courses on nuclear and
particle physics offered by American and Canadian universities at the undergraduate level. It was also translated into German, and used
overseas. Being less formal but well-written, this book is a good vehicle for learning the more intuitive rather than formal aspects of the
subject. It is therefore of value to scientists with a minimal background in quantum mechanics, but is sufficiently substantive to have been
recommended for graduate students interested in the fields covered in the text. In the second edition, the material begins with an
exceptionally clear development of Rutherford scattering and, in the four following chapters, discusses sundry phenomenological issues
concerning nuclear properties and structure, and general applications of radioactivity and of the nuclear force. This is followed by two
chapters dealing with interactions of particles in matter, and how these characteristics are used to detect and identify such particles. A
chapter on accelerators rounds out the experimental aspects of the field. The final seven chapters deal with elementary-particle phenomena,
both before and after the realization of the Standard Model. This is interspersed with discussion of symmetries in classical physics and in the
quantum domain, bringing into full focus the issues concerning CP violation, isotopic spin, and other symmetries. The final three chapters are
devoted to the Standard Model and to possibly new physics beyond it, emphasizing unification of forces, supersymmetry, and other exciting
areas of current research. The book contains several appendices on related subjects, such as special relativity, the nature of symmetry
groups, etc. There are also many examples and problems in the text that are of value in gauging the reader's understanding of the material.
Contents:Rutherford ScatteringNuclear PhenomenologyNuclear ModelsNuclear RadiationApplications of Nuclear PhysicsEnergy Deposition
in MediaParticle DetectionAcceleratorsProperties and Interactions of Elementary ParticlesSymmetriesDiscrete TransformationsNeutral
Kaons, Oscillations, and CP ViolationFormulation of the Standard ModelStandard Model and Confrontation with DataBeyond the Standard
Model Readership: Advanced undergraduates and researchers in nuclear and particle physics. Keywords:Rutherford Scattering;Nuclear
Properties;Nuclear Structure;Elementary Particles;Sub-Structure of Particles;Particle Detectors;Interactions in Matter;The Standard
Model;Symmetries of Nature;Theories of Nuclear and Particle Structure;Radioactivity;SupersymmetryReviews: “The book by Das and Ferbel
is particularly suited as a basis for a one-semester course on both subjects since it contains a very concise introduction to those topics and I
like very much the outline and contents of this book.” Kay Konigsmann Universität Freiburg, Germany “The book provides an introduction to
the subject very well suited for the introductory course for physics majors. Presentation is very clear and nicely balances the issues of nuclear
and particle physics, exposes both theoretical ideas and modern experimental methods. Presentation is also very economic and one can
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cover most of the book in a one-semester course. In the second edition, the authors updated the contents to reflect the very recent
developments in the theory and experiment. They managed to do it without substantial increase of the size of the book. I used the first edition
several times to teach the course ‘Introduction to Subatomic Physics’ and I am looking forward to use this new edition to teach the course
next year.” Professor Mark Strikman Pennsylvania State University, USA “This book can be recommended to those who find elementary
particle physics of absorbing interest.” Contemporary Physics '
Offering the most current and complete introduction to nuclear engineering available, this book contains new information on French, Russian,
and Japanese nuclear reactors. All units have been revised to reflect current standards. Includes discussions of new reactor types including
the AP600, ABWR, and SBWR as well as an extensive section on non-US design reactors; the nuclear Navy and its impact on the
development of nuclear energy; binding energy and such topics as the semi-empirical mass formula and elementary quantum mechanics;
and solutions to the diffusion equation and a more general derivation of the point kinetics equation. Topics in reactor safety include a
complete discussion of the Chernobyl accident and an updated section on TMI and the use of computer codes in safety analysis. For nuclear
engineers.
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